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•Turkey   
..invades Syria
•Hong Kong 
..protests China

by Sophie Sullivan
Media Production Editor

An iceberg bigger than Los Angeles and over twice the size of New 
York City broke off of East Antarctica on Sept. 26. Just one day earlier, 
Italian officials issued a warning for towns near the Italian side of the 
Mont Blanc mountain and evacuated homes after signs that a portion of 
its glacier was at risk of collapsing. Experts anticipated both events, with 
researchers stating that the iceberg breaking was simply part of its cycle 
of life. However, climatic factors affected the stability of the Mont Blanc 
glacier, which is especially susceptible to rising temperatures.

The Antarctic iceberg, also called D-28, is located off the Amery Ice 
Shelf, and weighs more than 316 billion tons with an area of 1,600 square 
kilometers. Ice shelves are platforms of ice formed along coastlines and 
are mostly found in Antarctica. 

Scientists have been observing D-28 for over a decade due to its close 
proximity to a location called the “loose tooth,” a segment of Amery that 
appears to be insecurely attached. They expected the calving to occur in 
the near future and do not attribute the split to be the result of climate 
change. “It’s part of the ice shelf’s normal cycle, where we see major 
calving events every 60-70 years,” Scripps College professor Helen Fricker 
explained. Researchers do not expect sea levels to rise as a direct result of 
the calving, but Antarctic sea ice levels are still at their lowest in 40 years.

Iceberg breaks off Antarctica; glacier threatens to collapse
Though the ice breaking off Antarctica was expected, researchers 

say climate change is the reason behind the 250,000 cubic meters of ice 
expected to break off of Mont Blanc. The ice is situated on the Planpin-
cieux Glacier on the Grandes Jorasses mountain, located in the Mont Blanc 
massif of the Alps. Mont Blanc is the highest mountain range in Western 
Europe and is popular among hikers and skiers. Scientists observe that the 
glacier has started to shift almost two feet every day, but cannot predict 
a date for when the glacier will collapse.

Stefano Miserocchi, mayor of an Alpine resort town nearby called 
Courmayeur, ordered the closure of certain roads and evacuated mountain 
huts close to the glacier. In his statement, Miserocchi asserted that “these 
phenomena once again show that the mountain is going through a phase 
of strong change due to climatic factors.” 

Planpincieux is not the only Alpine glacier to undergo significant 
melting as a result of rising temperatures; in only 30 years, the surface 
area of Alpine glaciers have reduced 40 percent and the number of glaciers 
has decreased from 1,381 to 903.

“It is now news that a glacier on Mont Blanc risks collapsing,” Italian 
Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte said in a speech to the United Nations 
General Assembly in New York last month. “It’s an alarm that cannot leave 
us indifferent. It must shake us all and mobilize us.”
(Sources: The Guardian, BBC, CNN, U.S. News, Washington Post)WINTER IS COMING: Rock cliffs interrupt the icy surface of Antarctica.

by Maddie Dewhirst
News Editor

On Oct. 6, President Trump announced that 
US forces will withdraw from Syria after a phone 
call with President Recep Erdogan of Turkey. Since 
then, Turkey has mobilized its troops and started 
bombing the Northern region of Syria. 

Trump’s announcement generated bipartisan 
condemnation due to the fact that it would essen-
tially abandon the US’s Kurdish allies to the Turks. 
The Kurds are one of the largest ethnic groups in 
the Middle East and are often characterized as the 
most sizable group of stateless people in the world. 
Kurdistan, the area people of Kurdish heritage 
have historically resided in, is located in Turkey, 
Iran, Iraq, and Syria. However, Turkey views the 
Kurds as an extension of the PKK, a Kurdish group 
in Turkey that is fighting for independence and 
labeled as a terrorist group by both Turkey and 
the United States.   

In 2014, the US began its counter-ISIS cam-
paign and partnered with the Kurds. While Kurdish 
troops fought on the ground with a small number 
of US special forces, the US also supplied the Kurds 
with weapons and attacked from the air. The Kurds 
mostly defeated ISIS, but lost over 11,000 people 
on the ground during the fighting. 

Trump defended his decision to withdraw 
troops, saying that the US has no business being 
in Syria now that ISIS is no longer a prevalent 
threat. In actuality, the 1,000 US troops in Syria 
are not returning to the US; 50 troops stationed 
in Northern Syria are being moved to a different 
region as Turkey moves in, according to the 
Defense Department’s chief spokesperson. That 
timeline has since been accelerated when Trump 
ordered a withdrawal of remaining troops on Oct. 
13 in Northern Syria due to the rapid escalation 
by Turkey. 

Trump attempted to negate fears that the 
Kurds would be slaughtered by tweeting, “As I 
have stated strongly before, and just to reiterate, 
if Turkey does anything that I, in my great and 
unmatched wisdom, consider to be off limits, I 
will totally destroy and obliterate the Economy 
of Turkey (I’ve done before! [sic]).” Furthermore, 
he criticized the Kurds for not helping fight in 
World War II, despite evidence that they fought 
alongside the Allies.   

Hong Kong rocked by riots
by Sofia Rossi
National/World Editor

As protesters in Hong Kong entered their 17th 
week of steadfast anti-government and pro-democ-
racy demonstrations on Oct. 1, Beijing celebrated the 
70th anniversary of the People’s Republic of China. 
Earlier in the week, some demonstrators turned to 
violence in response to rampant police brutality and 
stagnant results of previous protests. Videos from 
Hong Kong expose brutality in the form of arbitrary 
arrests, unnecessarily violent beatings of protesters 
and innocent bystanders, and rubber bullets fired at 
point-blank range. 

Hoping to distract from China’s day of cele-
bration and draw attention to their movement, 
some protesters employed violent methods against 
which authorities took decisive action. Hundreds of 
citizens vandalized and set fire to 20 of the city’s 
91 metro stations. Some threw bricks and petrol 
bombs at cops trying to disperse crowds. According 
to a police commissioner in Hong Kong, more than 
25 officers were injured 
during protests. 

In response to the 
protests, police arrested 
a record 269 protestors, 
the most arrests in a 
single day since the 
protests began. They 
also fired 1,400 rounds 
of tear gas and 900 
rubber bullets at pro-
testors, some of whom 
were armed with various 
projectiles and petrol 
bombs. This unchecked 
police force led to sev-
eral unintended inci-
dents. A bullet allegedly 
fired by police left Indonesian journalist Veby Mega 
Indah permanently blind in her right eye. She was 
with other journalists, wearing a helmet and vest 
labeled “press.” 

In the first act of attempted lethal force in over 
four months of protest, a police officer shot an 
18-year-old schoolboy, Tsang Chi-kin, in the chest. 
According to video footage, Tsang and a group 
of protesters chased an officer into an alleyway, 
where they pushed and pinned him to ground. A 
second officer arrived at the incident with his gun 
drawn, and Tsang hit him on the arm with a metal 
rod. The officer allegedly offered a verbal warning 
before shooting him in the chest. Tsang, in “criti-
cal but non-life-threatening condition,” has been  
charged with rioting and two counts of attacking 
a police officer. 

After protests took a violent turn, Hong Kong’s 
Chief Executive Carrie Lam invoked the Emergency 
Regulations Ordinance, a power that hasn’t been 
seen since Hong Kong’s colonial era, to prohibit 
protesters from covering their faces in public. Essen-
tially, the law targets citizens hoping to conceal 
their identity during protests and is punishable by 
a one-year prison sentence or a fine of over $3000. 
However, the regulation failed to slow anti-govern-
ment demonstrations and instead served to enrage 
the public and inspire more violent protests. 

Immediately after the ordinance went into effect 
on Oct. 5, thousands of masked protesters took to 
the streets in opposition. The protests started out 

Trump abandons the Kurds
Back in 2015 during his presidential campaign, 

Trump admitted in an interview with Breitbart that 
he has “a little conflict of interest [with Turkey] 
cause [he has] a major, major building in Istanbul… 
It’s called Trump Towers.” He went on to say that 
“[he’s] gotten to know Turkey very well and they 
are amazing people, they’re incredible people. They 
have a strong leader.” Trump Towers Istanbul is still 
a part of the Trump Organization and continues to 
generate revenue for Trump. 
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WAR AND PEACE: Kurdish fighters embrace in early 2018.

MEET AND GREET: Trump and Erdogan shake hands in D.C.

peaceful, with participants shouting in unison 
“wearing a mask is not a crime” and “Hong Kong 
Resist.” After police started firing teargas, rubber 
bullets, and pepper spray to break up the crowd, 
protesters began throwing bricks and vandalizing 
buildings of businesses they believed to be pro-
China. As of Oct. 8, 77 people had been arrested 
for illegally wearing masks in public. 

In line with Lam’s efforts to suppress pro-
tests, China started to retaliate against foreign 
supporters of freedom for Hong Kong. On Oct. 4, 
general manager of the Houston Rockets Daryl 
Morey posted a since-deleted image to Twitter 
that read, “Fight for Freedom. Stand with Hong 
Kong.” Seemingly overnight, the Rockets went 
from the most popular NBA team in China to a 
common enemy of citizens and the authoritarian 
regime. Chinese sponsors threatened to pull out 
of deals with the Rockets, and major broadcasters 
said they would stop airing all of the team’s games 
on national television.

NBA fans in China 
generate billions of 
dollars for the organiz-
tion, so it’s no surprise 
that they were quick 
to issue an apology for 
Morey’s post: “We rec-
ognize that the views 
expressed by Houston 
Rockets General Man-
ager Daryl Morey have 
deeply offended many 
of our friends and 
fans in China, which 
is regrettable.” Many 
critics accused the NBA 
of cowering to China’s 
authoritarian govern-

ment and encroaching on members’ right to free 
speech. Democratic presidential candidate Beto 
O’Rourke tweeted in criticism of the NBA’s apol-
ogy, “The only thing [they] should be apologizing 
for is their blatant prioritization of profits over  
human rights.”

On Oct. 2, the popular animated American 
sitcom South Park released a new episode called 
“Band in China.” The feature criticized Holly-
wood’s tendency to manipulate and omit certain 
content in order to bypass censors of the Chinese 
government. Soon after its broadcast, censors in 
Beijing deleted nearly every trace of the show’s 
existence – including episodes, clips, and virtually 
all mentions of the show in online dialogue – 
across all platforms. Trey Parker and Matt Stone, 
the creators of the sitcom, offered China a mock 
apology: “Like the NBA, we welcome the Chinese 
censors into our homes and into our hearts. We 
too love money more than freedom and democracy. 
[President] Xi doesn’t look like Winnie the Pooh at 
all. Tune into our 300th episode this Wednesday at 
10! Long live the great Communist Party of China. 
May the autumn’s sorghum harvest be bountiful. 
We good now China?”

As protesters continue their fight for democ-
racy, authorities in Hong Kong and China work to 
censor both internal and global opposition.
(Sources: ABC, BBC, NYT, CNBC, Hollywood 
Reporter, South China Morning Post, The Guard-
ian, Strait Times)
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Trump’s justifications have done little to miti-
gate the censure that he received for his actions. 
Senator Lindsey Graham from South Carolina, 
normally a stalwart supporter of the president, 
called the move “shortsighted and irresponsible.” 
Others suggest that this could significantly weaken 
US foreign relations, making potential allies more 
reluctant to work with the government for fear of 
betrayal. Many also point out that withdrawing 
would serve to benefit Russia and Iran, who have 
extensive interests in the region, and the Assad 
regime in Syria. The Kurds reached a deal brokered 
by Russia with Syrian President Bashar al-Assad 
over the weekend that would let Assad’s forces into 
what used to be the semi-autonomous region that 
the Kurds controlled to help them fight Turkey. 
This effectively ends the freedoms that the Kurds 
had in Syria.    

Among other concerns is the fact that the Kurds 
are guarding 12,000 ISIS fighters, leading many to 
fear that fighting between Turkey and the Kurds 
could lead to their release and a regeneration of 
ISIS. Since the fighting began, five ISIS militants 
have escape Kurdish camps, and over the weekend 
over 700 people linked to ISIS also broke out of a 
separate camp. ISIS has also taken credit for two 
separate attacks since Turkey invaded. Due to the 
sudden retreat, the US left five dozen “high-value” 
ISIS prisoners behind.  

Turkey claimed that they want to clear a 20-mile 
deep safe-zone in Syria to resettle Syrian refugees 
currently in Turkey. Experts criticize this plan 
and argue that movements like this tend to be 
unsucessful. According to UN officials, more than 
130,000 people have been displaced thus far since 
Turkey began moving into Syria. Over one hundred 
militants have been killed so far, with numbers 
expected to rise rapidly. 

Many fear that Trump’s decision to withdraw 
troops from Northern Syria and abandon Kurdish 
fighters will lead to genocide. 
(Sources: Vox, NYT, NBC, Crooked Media,  
Reuters, WP)

NO TEARS LEFT TO CRY: Police fire tear gas at protestors.
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